Eating the competition speeds up invasions
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Many introduced species engage in intraguild predation (IGP), the consumption of species with which they compete for shared resources. While the factors influencing local persistence of IG predator and prey species are well-understood, using these factors to predict the invasion speed of an introduced IG predator has received less attention. Existing theory predicts that native competitors slow invasions via depletion of shared resources, but this fails to account for additional resources acquired when an invader consumes competitors. Here, I outline a general framework for understanding the effect of IGP on invasion speeds. I find that invaders that consume native competitors may be able to spread where invasion by pure competitors would fail, and that invasion speed increases with increasing levels of IGP. Notably, if the benefit from consuming competitors outweighs the loss of shared resources to competitors, invasion proceeds faster than invasion in the absence of competitors. This may explain empirical observations of rapid spread rates of invaders that feed at multiple trophic levels.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Intraguild predation (IGP) refers to predation among species that compete for shared resources. If IGP is primarily unidirectional, the consumer and consumed species are referred to as the IG predator and IG prey, respectively. The IGP interaction has been well-studied, both because of its ubiquity in natural communities [1], and as the simplest module for studying food web complexity. Theory has sought to explain coexistence mechanisms for coevolved IGP systems through competitive superiority of the IG prey [2], regulation by parasites [3], incomplete resource overlap [4], or temporal or spatial refugia [5,6]. However, introduced IG predators may profoundly alter community structure through displacement of native predators and prey. High-profile invasions by IG predators include the rapidly spreading harlequin ladybird Harmonia axyridis [7] and ‘killer shrimp’ Dikerogammarus villosus [8] in Europe, brown tree snakes (Boiga irregularis) in Guam [9] and barred owls (Strix varia) colonizing endangered spotted owl territories [10]. A mechanistic understanding of the factors influencing the spread rates of introduced IG predators is therefore of basic and applied importance.

For many introduced species, theory and observations support the existence of an invasion front that advances at approximately constant speed [11]. Okubo et al. [12] show that the presence of competitors slows invasions relative to invasion into a competitor-free environment. However, invaders may compensate for resources lost to competitors by direct consumption of competitors, which may in turn influence invasion speeds. Here, I outline some general results for the dependence of an introduced IG predator’s invasion speed on resource competition and IGP, and illustrate their application for two different models of IGP.

2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Suppose the introduced IG predator has density $N_i(x,t)$ at position $x$ and time $t$, and per capita growth rate $f_i(N_i,S)$, where the vector $S$ contains the local densities of interacting native species. I define the initial invasion fitness as the IG predator’s per capita growth rate when introduced at low density to the native community at its pre-invasion equilibrium ($S = S^*$):

$$E = f_i(0, S^*).$$

I will show that this can be written

$$E = E_0 + E_{\text{pred}} - E_{\text{comp}},$$

where $E_0$ is the IG predator’s initial invasion fitness in the absence of native competitors, $E_{\text{pred}}$ represents the invader’s fitness gain from consuming competitors and $E_{\text{comp}}$ is the fitness reduction associated with resources lost to competitors. For an invader whose spatial spread is described by diffusion (with coefficient $D_1$) and a pre-invasion community that is susceptible to invasion (i.e. $E > 0$), the classic result of Fisher [13] states that the invasion eventually advances with speed

$$c = 2\sqrt{D_1f_1(0, S^*)} = 2\sqrt{D_1E}.$$
IGP can allow the spatial propagation of an invader that would be excluded under pure competition (i.e., when $E_0 < E_{\text{comp}}$).

If the IG predator experiences a net benefit from its interaction with the native competitor ($E_{\text{pred}} > E_{\text{comp}}$), the invasion proceeds faster than if competitors were absent.

Let $N_R(x,t)$ and $N_I(x,t)$ denote the densities of the resident IG prey and introduced IG predator at location $x$ and time $t$, respectively. When they share multiple resources, their dynamics decouple from the dynamics of individual resource species, and competition can be described by Lotka–Volterra competition. If both species move diffusively with diffusion coefficients $D_R$ and $D_I$, respectively, the dynamics are described by model 1,

$$
\frac{\partial N_R}{\partial t} = r_R N_R(1 - \alpha_R N_R - \alpha_I N_I) - \beta N_R N_I + D_R \frac{\partial^2 N_R}{\partial x^2} \tag{3.1}
$$

and

$$
\frac{\partial N_I}{\partial t} = r_I N_I(1 - \alpha_I N_R - \alpha_R N_I) + e \beta N_R N_I + D_I \frac{\partial^2 N_I}{\partial x^2}. \tag{3.2}
$$

The parameter $r_j$ ($j = R, I$) is the intrinsic growth rate of species $j$, $\sigma_R$ is the competitive effect on species $j$ of species $j$, $\beta$ is the IGP rate, and $e$ is the conversion efficiency of IG prey into predators. In the absence of the invader, the resident attains its carrying capacity ($N_R^* = 1/\alpha_{RR}$). This equilibrium is invisible provided the initial invasion fitness,

$$
E = f_I(0, N_R^*) = r_I \left( 1 - \frac{\alpha_I}{\alpha_{RR}} \right) + e \frac{\beta}{\alpha_R}
$$

is positive. Consistent with equation (2.2), $E$ splits into components describing the invasion fitness in the absence of competitors,

$$
E_0 = f_I(0, 0) = r_I \tag{3.4}
$$

the fitness reduction through competition,

$$
E_{\text{comp}} = \eta \alpha_R N_R^* = \eta \frac{\alpha_R}{\alpha_{RR}} \tag{3.5}
$$

and fitness benefit from consuming competitors,

$$
E_{\text{pred}} = e \beta N_R^* = e \frac{\beta}{\alpha_R}. \tag{3.6}
$$

The dependence of the corresponding invasion speed (equation (2.4)) on invader life history and species interactions is understood by considering how the model parameters affect equations (3.4–3.6) (electronic supplementary material, appendix table S1). Increasing parameters relating directly to IGP (predation rate, $\beta$, and conversion efficiency, $e$) increases $E_{\text{pred}}$ and therefore the invasion speed (figure 1a), while increasing the competitive effect of the native on the invader ($\alpha_{IR}$) increases $E_{\text{comp}}$, reducing the invasion speed (figure 1b). The invader’s growth rate ($r_I$), and the native competitor’s carrying capacity (1/\(\alpha_{RR}\)) antagonistically affect the invasion speed (figure 2a). A native competitor with a low carrying capacity has a weak competitive effect on the invader, and the invasion speed is maximized for invaders with relatively high growth rates on basal resources. Conversely, a high native carrying capacity may exclude the invader from shared resources, and so the invasion speed is maximized for invaders whose growth rates on resources are low relative to attack rates on the competitor. The boundaries between these two strategies for maximizing invasion speed are delineated by the invasion threshold in the absence of IGP ($E_0 = E_{\text{comp}}$) and the point at which the net effect of the native on the IG predator density is zero ($E_{\text{pred}} = E_{\text{comp}}$).

When the IG prey and predator share one resource species, with local density $H(x,t)$, the dynamics are
described by model 2:

\[
\frac{\partial H}{\partial t} = n_1 H \left( 1 - \frac{H}{K} \right) - \gamma_R H N_R - \gamma_1 H N_1 + D_H \frac{\partial^2 H}{\partial x^2}.
\]

\[
\frac{\partial N_R}{\partial t} = e_R \gamma_R H N_R - \mu_R N_R - \beta N_R N_1 + D_R \frac{\partial^2 N_R}{\partial x^2}
\]

\[
\frac{\partial N_1}{\partial t} = e_1 \gamma_1 H N_1 - \mu_1 N_1 + e_1 \beta N_R N_1 + D_1 \frac{\partial^2 N_1}{\partial x^2}
\]

where \( n_1, K \) and \( D_H \) are the resource’s intrinsic growth rate, carrying capacity and diffusion coefficient, and for species \( j (= R, I) \), \( \gamma_j \) and \( e_j \) are the attack rate on, and conversion efficiency of, the resource, and \( \mu_j \) is the per capita mortality rate (remaining parameters are as defined for model 1). Prior to invasion, the native resource and consumer attain equilibrium densities

\[
H^* = \frac{\mu_R}{e_R \gamma_R} \quad \text{and} \quad N_R^* = \frac{n_1}{\gamma_R} \left( 1 - \frac{\mu_R}{e_R \gamma_R K} \right).
\]

The IG predator can invade when its initial invasion fitness,

\[
E = e_1 \gamma_1 H^* - \mu_1 + e \beta N_R^*
\]

is positive. This again decomposes into terms describing the competitor-free fitness,

\[
E_0 = e_1 \gamma_1 K - \mu_1
\]

the fitness gain from consuming competitors,

\[
E_{\text{pred}} = e \beta N_R^* = \frac{e \beta H}{\gamma_R} \left( 1 - \frac{\mu_R}{e_R \gamma_R K} \right)
\]

Figure 2. (a) Invasion speed as a function of the native competitor’s carrying capacity \((1/\alpha_{QR})\) and the invader’s intrinsic growth rate \((\gamma)\) for model 1. The bold and dashed white lines denote where \( E_{\text{pred}} = E_{\text{comp}} \) and \( E_0 = E_{\text{comp}} \), respectively. Parameter values used are \( \alpha_{QR} = 0.005 \), \( e = 0.5 \), \( \beta = 0.01 \), \( D_1 = 0.25 \). Invasion speed for model 2 as a function of (b) the native’s conversion efficiency of the resource \((\epsilon_R)\) for three values of the invader’s attack rate on the resource \((\gamma_I)\): 1/300 (thin line, \( E_{\text{comp}} < E_{\text{pred}} \)), 1/150 (dashed line, \( E_{\text{comp}} = E_{\text{pred}} \)) and 1/75 (thick line, \( E_{\text{comp}} > E_{\text{pred}} \)), and (c) the native’s attack rate on the resource \((\gamma_R)\) for two values of \( \gamma_I \). The horizontal lines show the invasion speed in the absence of the native competitor, and \( A \) marks the point where \( E_{\text{pred}} = E_{\text{comp}} \). Parameter values used are \( r_H = 10 \), \( K = 1000 \), \( \gamma_R = \beta = 0.01 \), \( e_R = e_I = 0.75 \), \( \mu_1 = \mu_R = D_1 = 1 \), \( e = 0.5 \).
and fitness reduction through resource competition,

\[ E_{\text{comp}} = e_1 \gamma_1 (K - H^*) \]

\[ = e_1 \gamma_1 K \left( 1 - \frac{\mu_R}{e_R \gamma_R K} \right). \]  

(3.13)

The effects of model parameters on the invasion speed are summarized in the electronic supplementary material, appendix table S2. The resource growth rate \((r_R)\) and IGP parameters \((\epsilon, \beta)\) affect \(E_{\text{pred}}\) only and their relationship to the invasion speed is as depicted in figure 1a. Increasing the resource carrying capacity \((K)\), and parameters describing invader fitness on the resource \((\text{attack rate} \gamma_1, \text{conversion efficiency} e_1\) and longevity \(1/\mu_1\)) increase the invasion speed. The effect on the invasion speed of the analogous parameters for the native competitor’s fitness \((e_R, \gamma_R, 1/\mu_R)\) depends on the net effect of IGP on the invader: if the invader experiences a net benefit from the presence of the competitor \((E_{\text{pred}} > E_{\text{comp}})\), the invasion speed increases with increasing conversion efficiency and longevity, and decreases otherwise (figure 2b). The invasion speed initially increases, then decreases, with the competitor’s attack rate on the resource; the value of \(\gamma_R\) for which \(E_{\text{pred}} = E_{\text{comp}}\) separates the regions in which invasion proceeds faster or slower than if the competitor were absent (figure 2c).

The robustness of the analytically derived invasion speed (equation (2.4)) was verified through numerical solution of each model and comparison to the simulated speed, calculated as the distance of a minimum detection density of the invader from the source over an ecologically relevant timescale (electronic supplementary material, appendix 2). Overall, agreement between simulated and analytical speeds is high (<10% difference); they only substantially diverge when parameter values are close to the invasion threshold \((E \approx 0)\), where the predicted speed is close to zero.

4. DISCUSSION

The importance of considering invasions in the community context, through trophic and competitive interactions with native species, has been increasingly appreciated in invasion ecology [14]. I have presented theory for understanding the spread of invaders that feed on native competitors, outlining conditions under which IGP permits invasion where an introduced competitor would fail, and shown that invasion speeds always increase with increasing levels of IGP. This work yields two important general predictions: (i) invasion success of species feeding at multiple trophic levels should be higher, and (ii) their invasion speeds faster, than for introduced species feeding only on lower trophic levels. Prediction (i) is supported by recent theoretical and empirical studies [15,16]. Ancodental evidence exists for prediction (ii); for example, estimated spread rates for the harlequin ladybird in Britain \((58–144.5 \text{ km yr}^{-1}) [7]\) are an order of magnitude higher than those of another notorious invader, the grey squirrel \((7.66 \text{ km yr}^{-1}) [12]\).

Decomposing invasion speeds into expressions describing invader fitness when competitors are absent, fitness reductions through resource depletion by competitors and fitness gains from consuming competitors illuminates how aspects of invaders’ and native species’ life-history shape spread rates. For example, when a native and invader compete for multiple shared resources, the invader may maximize its invasion speed by preferentially attacking either shared resources or competitors, depending on the strength of interspecific competition. In the single resource model, the native competitor’s fitness may positively or negatively affect the invasion speed, depending on its relative quality as a food resource for the invader. Such traits may help explain altered dietary preferences of invaders in their native and introduced ranges.

Other study [17] investigated diffusive spread of an invasive IG predator using a model similar to model 1 (implicit resource dynamics), but with saturating predation on the native competitor. Focusing on the case where the IG prey-only and coexistence equilibrium are bistable, they derive conditions under which local invader removal can reverse the invasion (i.e. the point at which the travelling wavespeed is zero), and solve numerically to find threshold parameter values at which this occurs. However, neither the invasion speed itself is calculated, nor is it clear if the results generalize to multiple competitors or explicit consideration of resource dynamics. Assuming a linear functional response for predation, this manuscript presents for the first time simple expressions for the qualitative dependence of the invasion speed on competition and predation. That Bampfyde & Lewis [17] find travelling wave solutions suggest that the framework presented here is amenable to incorporating saturating predation. An intriguing but unexplored possibility is that a long handling time associated with attacking IG prey relative to basal resources might reduce the benefit of IGP and slow invasion; however, the lack of empirical support for this may indicate that such invaders fail to establish locally before spread is possible.


